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1 What was done?

2 Why was it done?

The geriatric trauma center aims to provide
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4 What has
been achieved?

Patient

3 How was it
done?

During four months, mediAfter the patient has been
Occupational
Physiocation reviews were carried
assigned
to
geriatric
therapist
therapist
out for about 100 patients.
complex therapy according to
In the areas of bleeding risk,
the DGU criteria (see table):
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consultation for this patient via
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for geriatric patients, for one third of patients
• pharmacist carries out a medication analysis
corrections led to an improvement in
with information from the record and bed
patients. For nearly 10% of patients also a
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prescription cascade was resolved and some
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medical device training has increased drug
therapy safety.
Results are stored in the consultation report,
serving as documentation and as basis for
Two criteria for geriatric complex therapy
later evaluation. Important information for
immediate implementation is highlighted in
- seventy years or above
the digital file and transmitted to the
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Once a week, the entire team meets, with the
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being:
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• What are the remaining problems?
- more than five prescribed medicines
• How can these be interdisciplinaryly solved?

5 What is next?

Future benefit evaluation will be done based on patient resumption due to a fall, in the categories:
Adoption of optimized medication plan, time until and reason for next hospital admission

Patient safety:
root cause analysis

Drug prescription and dosing:
Prescription appropriateness

Hospital setting:
Multidisciplinary team

